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Abstract

We present an efficient ab initio dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) implemen-

tation for quantitative simulations in solids. Our DMFT scheme employs ab ini-

tio Hamiltonians defined for impurities comprising the full unit cell or a supercell of

atoms and for realistic quantum chemical basis sets. We avoid double counting er-

rors by using Hartree-Fock as the low-level theory. Intrinsic and projected atomic

orbitals (IAO+PAO) are chosen as the local embedding basis, facilitating numerical

bath truncation. Using an efficient integral transformation and coupled-cluster Green’s

function (CCGF) impurity solvers, we are able to handle embedded impurity problems

with several hundred orbitals. We apply our ab initio DMFT approach to study a

hexagonal boron nitride monolayer, crystalline silicon, and nickel oxide in the anti-

ferromagnetic phase, with up to 104 and 78 impurity orbitals in spin-restricted and

unrestricted cluster DMFT calculations and over 100 bath orbitals. We show that our

scheme produces accurate spectral functions compared to both benchmark periodic

coupled-cluster computations and experimental spectra.
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1 Introduction

The accurate simulation of strongly correlated electronic materials requires many-body ap-

proximations beyond traditional mean-field and low-order perturbation theories. An impor-

tant advance has been the development of dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT), both in

its original single-site formalism,1,2 as well as in its cluster and multi-orbital extensions.3–6

In DMFT, the full interacting solid is mapped onto a local interacting impurity problem,

where the impurity is taken to be a site or cell of local orbitals in the lattice. The impu-

rity is described by its one-particle Green’s function and is self-consistently embedded in an

effective non-interacting environment via a hybridization self-energy. With an appropriate

dimensional scaling, DMFT becomes exact in the limit of infinite dimensions7 as the only

surviving contributions to the self-energy originate from local interactions. From a quantum

chemical perspective, DMFT can also be viewed as a local correlation theory, because the

non-local (inter-cell or inter-site) corrections to the mean-field self-energy are ignored.8

Combined with density functional theory (DFT),9 DMFT has successfully been used to

describe many properties in strongly correlated d and f electron materials10–12 including

transition metal oxides, heavy fermion systems and high-temperature superconductors. The

DFT+DMFT methodology starts with an ab initio DFT simulation of the material, which

is then used to construct a material-specific low-energy effective Hamiltonian for a small

number of localized, strongly interacting, d or f orbital bands. This proceeds via some

form of “downfolding”,13–15 where the higher-energy degrees of freedom are approximately

integrated out. Commonly, the effective Hamiltonian is taken to be of generalized Hubbard

or Slater-Kanamori form16,17 where the one-electron matrix elements are the matrix elements

of the mean-field Hamiltonian in a Wannier basis, and the interaction parameters (such as

the Hubbard U parameter) are obtained empirically or via techniques such as constrained

DFT18,19 or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA).20–22 After the effective

Hamiltonian is derived, the corresponding DMFT impurity model is solved using a high-level

impurity solver. This can be a numerically exact technique, such as continuous-time quantum
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Monte Carlo (CT-QMC)23–25 or exact diagonalization (ED),26,27 or one of many different

approximations, such as configuration interaction (CI),8,28 ansatz-based methods,29–31 or

diagrammatic approximations.1,32,33 The strength of the DFT+DMFT scheme is that the

itinerant electrons in the system can often be described well, and in a material specific way,

by DFT, while the DFT hybridization and downfolded interactions yield material specific

parameters in the small, strongly correlated impurity problem that can be treated accurately

using the high-level many-body impurity solver.

Yet despite the successes of the DFT+DMFT approach, there are well-known drawbacks

and challenges in the existing formulation and its numerical implementation. For exam-

ple, although DFT does not accurately describe the strong correlation between localized

d or f electrons, it nonetheless captures some portion of the interactions via the Hartree

and exchange-correlation functionals. Such Coulomb interactions are also accounted for by

DMFT within the downfolded impurity model, and the combination of the two leads to the

prominent issue of double counting of correlations. This can be corrected for in a variety

of ways,11,34–36 but much like in other DFT+wavefunction approaches,37–40 a consistently

accurate and rigorously justifiable double counting correction is unknown. In addition, there

can be numerical issues when downfolding to a low-energy effective Hamiltonian.41,42 For

example, downfolding to a small number of bands is challenging because the effective par-

ticles are strongly renormalized, yielding strongly frequency dependent interactions, which

is challenging for impurity solvers; downfolding to a large number of bands, on the other

hand, requires extracting many parameters, which is difficult to do in a unique and well-

conditioned way. In addition, even for a fixed size of low-energy subspace, various choices of

Wannier orbitals can lead to substantially different interaction terms. Finally, the applicabil-

ity of DMFT in ab initio simulations of realistic solids remains limited by the computational

power of commonly used impurity solvers. At low temperatures, the CT-QMC solver is

usually restricted to a single d-shell or f -shell impurity, due to the sign problem and the

need for unstable analytic continuation for spectra,25,43 while ED solvers are restricted to
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only 4 impurity sites, due to the exponential scaling with impurity size and the need for

explicit bath orbitals.44 Approximate methods, for example, based on CI, are naturally of

lower cost,28,45,46 but even these in practice have only been used to treat a small number of

interacting impurity orbitals.47

To avoid some of the above issues of DFT+DMFT, alternative ab initio DMFT method-

ologies have been proposed. Zgid and Chan8 and Lin et al.48 emphasized the Hartree-Fock

(HF)+DMFT approach and further implemented DMFT without using any intermediate

downfolded interactions, which might be termed a “quantum chemical” approach to DMFT.

The theoretical reason to use HF+DMFT is that the contributions of the local interactions

can be exactly subtracted, thus completely avoiding double counting, but the drawback is

that non-local interactions (i.e. outside of the impurity) are described only at the HF level.

To address this, more sophisticated diagrammatic methods for including long-range interac-

tions have also been explored. The first was the GW+DMFT approach49–51 which starts from

a beyond mean-field (e.g. GW) description of the solid, and subsequently self-consistently

embeds the impurity self-energy and polarization propagator. More recently, Zgid and co-

workers developed the self-energy embedding theory (SEET),52–54 which is similar to the

above, but uses only the embedding of the self-energy. While these developments are promis-

ing, in practice, applications have remained more limited than those with DFT+DMFT and

have sometimes retained problematic issues of that approach. For example, GW+DMFT

has so far been applied within the downfolded Hamiltonian picture,51,55 rather than via a

fully quantum chemical approach, while applications using HF+DMFT and SEET to infinite

periodic systems, while retaining all interactions, have only appeared at the level of hydrogen

cubes8 and 1D chains54 in a minimal basis.

For quantitative predictions of experimentally relevant properties within the quantum

chemical ab initio approach to DMFT, it is clear that one requires calculations beyond a few

impurity orbitals and small basis sets. From our perspective, obstacles to such calculations

have been technical rather than conceptual in nature. One significant obstacle has simply
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been the complexity of implementing quantum chemistry, in other words, using realistic

basis sets and computing all long-range matrix elements, in solids. However, recent years

have seen new progress in periodic quantum chemistry infrastructure,56,57 and the situation

is considerably advanced from the time of Ref.8 and Ref.48 A second obstacle has been the

lack of impurity solvers that can handle general (i.e. 4-index) Coulomb matrix elements for

many orbitals. But similarly, recent implementations of DMRG-based Green’s function58 and

coupled-cluster Green’s function solvers33,59,60 for quantum chemical Hamiltonians, means

that impurity problems with tens to hundreds of interacting orbitals are now practically

accessible, depending on the strength of correlation.

In this work, we describe a quantum chemical framework for DMFT that takes advantage

of these computational advances to enable quantitative calculations on non-trivial solids.

Our implementation uses elements of the embedding implementation developed for density

matrix embedding theory (DMET),61–63 described in a companion paper.64 Based on this

framework, we develop a DMFT algorithm that can treat impurities with a large number of

orbitals in a realistic basis. For example, we take our impurity to be the full unit cell or even

a supercell of atoms, in a basis of polarized valence double-zeta quality, yielding in our largest

calculations impurities with over 100 orbitals. Several points should be highlighted. First,

following the work of Zgid and Chan8 and Lin et al.,48 our DMFT scheme starts from the

HF approximation, and is thus free of double counting errors. While non-local interactions

remain treated at the mean-field level, because our large impurities span multiple atoms, this

significantly ameliorates the neglect of such non-local fluctuations. Second, in order to handle

these large impurity problems, we rely on several techniques. First, we use a coupled-cluster

(CC) impurity solver33,60 (at the coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) level) which

allows us to treat more than 200 embedded (impurity plus bath) orbitals. In addition, we

reuse the integral transformations described in the accompanying paper64 and the efficient

infrastructure of the Python-based Simulations of Chemistry Framework (PySCF)56 to

carry out the periodic mean-field and impurity Hamiltonian construction. Finally, we use
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real-frequency bath construction and truncation techniques to systematically converge the

DMFT hybridization and spectra.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the DMFT formalism and the

necessary ingredients in the computational framework, including the choice of local impurity

basis, method of integral transformation and bath construction and truncation. We also

recapitulate the use of CC impurity solvers in DMFT. The computational details are then

shown in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we present DMFT results on several weakly and strongly

correlated materials, including 2D hexagonal boron nitride, 3D bulk silicon, and nickel oxide

in the antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase. We finally draw conclusions in Sec. 5.

2 Theory

2.1 DMFT formalism

In this section, we describe the DMFT formalism and the algorithm we use. Throughout

this paper, we use the term DMFT to include both single-site DMFT and the more general

cluster DMFT (CDMFT). Both DMFT and CDMFT have been extensively reviewed in the

literature,6,10,12 so we only provide a description sufficient for the numerical considerations

here. For example, we only describe bath-based DMFT while the bath-orbital-free DMFT

formulations used with CT-QMC solvers are not discussed.

Consider the Hamiltonian of a periodic crystal in an orthogonal basis adapted to the

translational symmetry of a unit cell C (not necessarily primitive) with NC sites,

Ĥ =
∑
pq∈C

∑
k

hpq(k)a†pkaqk +
1

2

∑
pqrs∈C

∑
kpkqkr

Vpqrs(kp,kq,kr)a
†
pkp
a†qkq

arkraskp+kq−kr , (1)

where hpq and Vpqrs are the one- and two-particle interaction matrix elements of the basis

functions, indexed by labels in the unit cell C, and momentum conservation is modulo lattice

vectors. The non-interacting lattice Green’s function is block-diagonal in k space and can
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be written as

g(k, ω) = [(ω + µ)I− h(k)]−1, (2)

where µ is the chemical potential. The interacting lattice Green’s function is related to the

non-interacting Green’s function via Dyson’s equation:

G(k, ω) = [g−1(k, ω)−Σ(k, ω)]−1 = [(ω + µ)I− h(k)−Σ(k, ω)]−1, (3)

where the self-energy Σ(k, ω) accounts for the many-body correlation effects. The lattice

Green’s function in real space can then be obtained by a Fourier transform:

G(R = 0, ω) =
1

Nk

∑
k

G(k, ω), (4)

and the local spectral function is defined as

A(R = 0, ω) = − 1

π
Im G(R = 0, ω + i0+). (5)

Directly computing the interacting lattice Green’s function in the thermodynamic limit

using an accurate many-body method is very expensive. Quantum embedding methods

such as DMFT provide another route to this quantity. In DMFT, the periodic Hamiltonian

in Eq. 1 is mapped onto an effective real-space impurity problem, where the unit cell C

(impurity) is embedded in a non-interacting environment. We will discuss the detailed form

of the embedding Hamiltonian in the next section, and continue our focus on the general

DMFT formalism here.

The key approximation in DMFT is to replace the k-dependent lattice self-energy Σ(k, ω)

with a local self-energy Σimp(ω) defined for the NC impurity sites:

Σ(k, ω) = Σimp(ω). (6)
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Neglecting k-dependence is equivalent to ignoring the off-diagonal self-energy between unit

cells in real-space, which introduces a local correlation approximation. Given Σimp(ω), the

lattice Green’s function in Eq. 4 is approximated as

G(R = 0, ω) =
1

Nk

∑
k

[(ω + µ)I− h(k)−Σimp(ω)]−1. (7)

To determine Σimp(ω) we solve a many-body problem for an embedded impurity, which

is much simpler than the many-body problem for the the whole crystal. In the impurity

problem, to describe the delocalization effects from the impurity-environment interaction,

the hybridization self-energy is introduced:

∆(ω) = (ω + µ)I− himp −Σimp(ω)−G−1(R = 0, ω), (8)

where himp is the impurity one-particle Hamiltonian. When wavefunction-based impurity

solvers (for example, CC in this work) are employed, the hybridization ∆(ω) is mapped onto

couplings between the impurity orbitals and a finite set of non-interacting bath sites. These

interactions are included in the embedding Hamiltonian (see next section) which includes

both the effects of local two-particle interactions, and delocalization into the environment.

From the embedding Hamiltonian, the impurity Green’s function Gimp(ω) is computed by the

many-body impurity solver, and the corresponding impurity self-energy Σimp(ω) is defined

as

Σimp(ω) = (ω + µ)I− himp −∆(ω)−G−1imp(ω). (9)

Since the impurity self-energy Σimp(ω) and hybridization ∆(ω) are defined in terms

of each other, the DMFT equations are solved self-consistently until the impurity Green’s

function Gimp(ω) and the lattice Green’s function G(R = 0, ω) agree:

Gimp(ω) = G(R = 0, ω). (10)
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In practice, convergence of the self-consistency can be monitored also in terms of Σimp(ω)

or the hybridization ∆(ω). In this work, we assess convergence from the change of ∆(ω)

between DMFT iterations, and use the DIIS technique65 to accelerate convergence.

2.2 Embedding Hamiltonian

We next describe how to construct the embedding Hamiltonian in DMFT. We take as our

starting point the ab initio quantum embedding implementation for DMET discussed in

Ref.,64 where several important computational choices and algorithms are discussed, includ-

ing (1) defining the lattice and impurity basis starting from a mean-field calculation; (2) the

choice of local orthogonal basis; (3) efficient integral transformation algorithms. We refer to

Ref.64 for additional details.

HF-based DMFT In Sec. 2.1, the DMFT formalism used the bare one-particle Hamil-

tonian in the definition of the non-interacting lattice Green’s function (Eq. 2). This is a

reasonable choice for lattice models with purely local interactions, but in realistic solids,

long-range Coulomb interactions play an important role. In this case, mean-field methods

such as DFT and HF can be employed to provide the non-local self-energy between unit cells

in DMFT.

In this work, we will only use Hartree-Fock non-local self-energies to avoid the double

counting problems that arise when using DFT self-energies. The HF Green’s function is

defined as

gHF(k, ω) = [(ω + µ)I− F(k)]−1, (11)

where F(k) = h(k) + ΣHF(k) is the lattice Fock matrix that includes the static HF self-

energy ΣHF(k). The HF self-energy may be computed from a self-consistent HF solution of

the crystal, or from a non-self-consistent density matrix and orbitals (such as DFT orbitals).

Since the self-energy is diagrammatically defined in both cases, double-counting can be

completely avoided.
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The one-particle Hamiltonians in both the crystal and embedding problem are then

replaced by the Fock matrix:

h(k)→ F(k), himp → Fimp. (12)

For example, the lattice Green’s function G(R = 0, ω) is now:

G(R = 0, ω) =
1

Nk

∑
k

[(ω + µ)I− F(k)−Σimp(ω)]−1. (13)

Accordingly, the definition of the impurity self-energy Σimp(ω) also changes:

Σimp(ω) = (ω + µ)I− Fimp −∆(ω)−G−1imp(ω). (14)

In this work, where we use CC as the impurity solver (see below), this implies that Σimp(ω)

is taken as the difference between the CC self-energy and HF self-energy of the impurity:

Σimp(ω) = ΣCC
imp(ω)−ΣHF

imp. (15)

One subtlety to consider is the density matrix to use when computing ΣHF
imp. In a charge

self-consistent DMFT calculation, one updates the lattice Fock matrix and impurity Hartree-

Fock self-energy using correlated lattice and impurity density matrices. In this work, we use

the initial mean-field impurity density matrix from lattice HF or DFT calculations to build

ΣHF
imp and keep ΣHF

imp fixed during the DMFT iterations. We leave a charge self-consistent

implementation to future work.

Local orthogonal orbital basis Until now, we have assumed an orthogonal basis in the

formalism. However, in our mean-field calculations we use crystal Gaussian atomic orbitals

(AO), which are not orthogonal. While it is possible to formulate DMFT with Green’s

functions and matrix elements in a non-orthogonal basis, the hybridization ∆(ω) acquires
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a non-trivial high frequency tail that can be hard to represent in a bath formulation.4,8

Therefore, it is desirable to work with an orthogonal atom-centered (crystal) local orbital

(LO) basis.

As discussed in Ref.64 for ab initio DMET, we will employ intrinsic (crystal) atomic

orbitals and projected (crystal) atomic orbitals (IAO+PAO)63,66 as the local orthogonal

basis. IAOs are a set of valence atomic-like orbitals that exactly span the occupied space of

the mean-field calculations, and whose construction only requires projecting the HF/DFT

orbitals onto pre-defined valence (minimal) AOs. PAOs, on the other hand, provide the

remaining high-energy virtual atomic-like orbitals that are orthogonal to the IAO space.

The main advantage of the IAO+PAO scheme is that no numerical optimization is needed

to construct the LOs and the mean-field valence and virtual spaces are explicitly separated.

From the IAO+PAO projections, a transformation matrix from crystal AOs to crystal

LOs at each k point Ck,AO,LO can be obtained. The real-space one-particle Hamiltonian,

Fock matrix and density matrix in the impurity LO basis are computed as:

himp =
1

Nk

∑
k

hLO(k) =
1

Nk

∑
k

Ck,AO,LO†hAO(k)Ck,AO,LO, (16)

Fimp =
1

Nk

∑
k

FLO(k) =
1

Nk

∑
k

Ck,AO,LO†FAO(k)Ck,AO,LO, (17)

γimp =
1

Nk

∑
k

γLO(k) =
1

Nk

∑
k

Ck,AO,LO†S(k)γAO(k)S(k)Ck,AO,LO, (18)

where γAO(k) and S(k) are the one-particle density matrix and overlap matrix in k space.

The impurity Hamiltonian can then be formulated as:

Ĥimp =
∑
ij∈imp

F̃ija
†
iaj +

1

2

∑
ijkl∈imp

(ij|kl)a†ia
†
kalaj, (19)

where i, j, k, l stand for impurity local orbitals and (ij|kl) denotes a two-electron repulsion

integral (ERI). To avoid double counting in DMFT, the Hartree-Fock contribution to the
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impurity self-energy needs to be removed from the one-particle impurity Hamiltonian:

F̃ij = (Fimp)ij −
∑
kl∈imp

(γimp)kl[(ij|lk)− 1

2
(ik|lj)]. (20)

This subtraction eliminates double counting in HF-based DMFT.

ERI transformation The most expensive step in forming the impurity Hamiltonian is

to construct the impurity ERIs (ij|kl). In our implementation, we start from the k-space

Gaussian density fitting (GDF)67,68 AO integrals (LkL|pkpqkq), where L is a crystal Gaus-

sian auxiliary basis. Note that kL, kp and kq satisfy momentum conservation modulo lattice

vectors: kL = kp − kq. The detailed ERI transformation algorithm is presented in Algo-

rithm 1. This algorithm scales asO(n2
knLn

3
AO) for the k-AO to k-LO transformation step and

O(nknLn
4
AO) for the ERI contraction step. This should be compared to the steep O(n3

kn
5
AO)

scaling of the transformation without density fitting techniques. We note that this algo-

rithm is the same as would be used for the ERI transformation in the non-interacting bath

formalism of DMET.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the impurity ERI transformation in DMFT using GDF.

1: for all kL do
2: for (kp,kq) that conserves momentum do
3: Transform (L|pkpqkq) to (L|ikpjkq) by Ck,AO,LO . k-AO to k-LO
4: (L|0i0j) += 1

Nk
(L|ikpjkq) . FT to the reference cell R = 0

5: end for
6: (ij|kl) += 1

Nk

∑
L (0i0j|L)(L|0k0l) . ERI contraction

7: end for

Bath truncation In bath-based DMFT, the hybridization ∆(ω) is represented by a finite

set of discrete bath sites and couplings. In this work, we choose to approximate ∆(ω) along

the real frequency axis29,46,69,70 so that dynamical quantities (e.g. spectral functions) can be

computed more accurately than when fitting along the imaginary frequency axis.44,71,72 We
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consider ∆(ω) as the Hilbert transform73

∆(ω) =

∫
J(ε)

ω − ε
dε (21)

with the spectral density

J(ε) = − 1

π
Im∆(ε+ iη), (22)

where η is a broadening parameter. The Hilbert transform integral can be approximated by

a numerical quadrature (Gauss-Legendre in this work) along the real axis

∆(ω) =
Nω∑
n=1

wn
J(εn)

ω − εn
, (23)

where wn and εn are the weights and positions of the Nω quadrature grid points. To derive

the couplings between the impurity and bath sites, we diagonalize the spectral density

J(εn) = U(n)λ(n)U(n)†. (24)

Eq. 23 then becomes:

∆ij(ω) =
Nω∑
n=1

NC∑
k=1

V
(n)
ik V

(n)
jk

ω − εn
, (25)

with

V
(n)
ik = w

1
2
nU

(n)
ik (λ

(n)
kk )

1
2 . (26)

Thus, V
(n)
ik and εn can be interpreted as the impurity-bath couplings and energy levels of bath

orbitals. With this bath discretization, we can finally define the full embedding Hamiltonian

Ĥemb = Ĥimp +
Nω∑
n=1

NC∑
k=1

(∑
i

V
(n)
ik (a†iank + a†nkai) + εna

†
nkank

)
. (27)

It is known that bath discretization introduces discretization errors into DMFT, thus

many bath orbitals per impurity site are required to minimize this error. In our case, the
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number of bath orbitals is formally Nb = NωNC, which can easily be as many as a few

hundred, as NC includes all orbitals in the unit cell. To reduce the bath size and thus

computational cost, we employ several strategies to truncate the bath degrees of freedom,

while minimizing the error introduced. First, we only couple bath orbitals to the IAOs

(valence orbitals). Note that PAOs (non-valence virtuals) are still included in the embedding

problem and interact with the IAOs. With this choice, the number of bath orbitals is reduced

to Nb = NωNIAO. Second, we remove the bath orbitals which are very weakly coupled to the

impurity. As seen in Eq. 26, the scale of the bath coupling is set by the eigenvalues λ
(n)
kk . By

dropping the bath orbitals with eigenvalues below a threshold, we can further decrease the

bath dimension as necessary.

We have now described all the ingredients needed to perform ab initio DMFT calculations

in a practical and efficient manner in realistic solids. For clarity, we summarize the detailed

steps in Algorithm 2. Note that the chemical potential µ is adjusted to ensure the electron

count of the impurity is correct (in these calculations, since multiples of the full unit cell are

used as the impurity and there is no doping, the impurity electron count is an integer).

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for ab initio DMFT in realistic solids.

1: IAO+PAO construction
2: Integral transformation: Eqs. 16-18 and Algorithm 1
3: Input: Ne (electron number in C), Nω and quadrature range
4: while |TrγCC

imp −Ne| > δe do
5: Choose chemical potential µ
6: Initial guess of impurity self-energy Σimp(ω)
7: Initialize hybridization ∆(ω) via Eq. 8 . HF hybridization if Σimp(ω) = 0
8: while ||∆i+1(ω)−∆i(ω)|| > θ do
9: Discretize ∆(ω) via Eq. 25

10: Form Ĥemb via Eq. 27
11: Solve embedding problem with HF at fixed µ . Electron number can change
12: Compute Gimp(ω) using CCSD-GF solver
13: Calculate Σimp(ω) via Eq. 14
14: Calculate ∆(ω) via Eq. 8 and update using DIIS
15: end while
16: end while
17: Compute G(R = 0, ω) over desired frequencies via Eq. 13
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2.3 Coupled-cluster impurity solvers

In this work, we will use a coupled-cluster (CC) impurity solver to compute Gimp(ω) from the

embedding Hamiltonian in Eq. 27. We recently studied the coupled-cluster Green’s function

(CCGF) approximation as an impurity solver in DMFT33 (see also Ref.60) and showed that

it performed well for small impurity clusters in Hubbard models. Here, we further explore

its capabilities in the ab initio setting.

A detailed presentation of the CCGF formalism can be found in Refs.33,59,74–77 Here,

we will only comment on a few points related to DMFT. First, we use the coupled-cluster

singles and doubles Green’s function approximation (CCSD-GF) as the impurity solver here.

The cost of ground-state CCSD scales as O(N6
emb) and CCSD-GF scales as O(NωNCN

5
emb),

where Nemb is the total number of orbitals (sites) in the embedding problem and NC is the

number of impurity orbitals. In practice, the CCSD-GF calculation can be parallelized over

Nω and NC. This low cost compared to ED allows us to treat around 200 embedding orbitals

in DMFT. Second, the CCSD-GF is computed directly on the real frequency axis with a

broadening factor η. We find that in ab initio calculations, when η is small (< 0.5 eV),

causality issues may exist where the imaginary part of the CCSD self-energy is not always

negative (see Fig. S2 for an example). We refer readers to Ref.33 for a practical solution,

where one computes the impurity plus bath self-energy and then uses the impurity block of

the self-energy matrix, instead of directly computing the impurity self-energy matrix. This

solution increases the CCSD-GF cost scaling slightly to O(NωNembN
5
emb). We use this more

expensive technique in the final calculation of spectra after DMFT convergence.

3 Computational Details

We applied the above DMFT scheme to study three realistic solids: weakly correlated 2D

hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and crystalline silicon (Si), and a prototypical “strongly

correlated” problem, nickel oxide (NiO) in the AFM-II phase. The experimental lattice
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constants were used for all calculations: 2.50Å for h-BN monolayer,78 5.417Å for Si79 and

4.17Å for NiO.80 For h-BN, we used a vacuum spacing of 20Å along the z axis to avoid

image interactions between neighboring sheets. In h-BN and Si we used (super)cells of the

primitive cell as the impurity. In NiO, we used a supercell with two Ni and two O atoms

along the [111] direction to allow for AFM spin symmetry breaking within the cell.

All mean-field calculations were performed and all integrals were generated using the

PySCF quantum chemistry package.56 Norm-conserving GTH-PADE pseudopotentials81,82

were employed to replace the core electrons. The GTH-DZVP basis set was used for h-BN

and Si, while the GTH-DZVP-MOLOPT-SR basis set83 was used for NiO. This corresponds

to 26, 26 and 78 AOs in the impurity unit cells of h-BN, Si and NiO, and 104 AOs in our

largest impurity supercell of Si. The minimal basis sets GTH-SZV (h-BN and Si) and GTH-

SZV-MOLOPT-SR (NiO) were used as the pre-defined AOs to construct the IAOs, leading to

8, 8 and 28 valence orbitals in each unit cell respectively. Even-tempered auxiliary Gaussian

basis sets were used to compute the GDF integrals. Uniform 6× 6× 1 (h-BN), 4× 4× 4 (Si)

and 4×4×4 (NiO) k-point meshes were adopted for the mean-field and DMFT calculations.

All meshes were Γ-centered.

Unless otherwise specified, we used HF as the initial lattice mean-field in the DMFT

embedding. The CCSD-GF method was implemented based on the CCSD and EOM-

CCSD routines from the PySCF package, and the DMFT algorithm was implemented

in the Potato module. A spin-restricted CCSD-GF (RCCSD-GF) solver was used for

h-BN and Si, while a spin-unrestricted CCSD-GF (UCCSD-GF) solver within the spin-

unrestricted DMFT formalism was employed for NiO. A simplified and flexible variant of

the GCROT method (GCROT(m, k))84 was used to solve the CCSD-GF linear response

equations. Gauss-Legendre quadrature was used on frequency intervals of [−1.0 +µ, 1.0 +µ]

a.u. (h-BN), [−0.6 +µ, 1.0 +µ] a.u. (Si) and [−0.5 +µ, 0.5 +µ] a.u. (NiO) when discretizing

the hybridization. We used a broadening factor of η = 0.1 a.u. during the DMFT self-

consistent cycles and switched to a smaller η (depending on the required resolution) in the
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final production runs to compute G(R = 0, ω). The DMFT self-consistency was converged

to ||∆i+1(ω)−∆i(ω)|| < θ = 10−4 a.u. between two DMFT iterations.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 2D h-BN

We first investigate the performance of our ab initio DMFT scheme for the 2D h-BN mono-

layer. We chose the impurity to be an h-BN unit cell, including the 2s2p3s3p3d orbitals

for both boron and nitrogen atoms (26 impurity orbitals in total). The corresponding IAOs

are projected 2s2p orbitals, giving 8 IAOs coupled to the bath. To study the convergence

of DMFT with respect to the number of bath orbitals, we used a series of Gauss-Legendre

quadratures to discretize the hybridization: Nω = 4, 8, 12, 16. This led to a total number of

Nb = 32, 64, 96, 128 bath orbitals.

Table 1: Direct and indirect band gaps (in eV) of 2D h-BN.

Method K→ K K→ Γ Γ→ Γ
HF 11.31 10.70 13.14

PBE 4.61 5.90 7.37
DMFT(i26,b32) 5.69 6.85 10.10
DMFT(i26,b64) 7.23 7.76 9.63
DMFT(i26,b96) 7.61 8.00 9.75
DMFT(i26,b128) 7.73 8.08 9.76

EOM-CCSD (3× 3× 1) 9.50 9.36 11.44
EOM-CCSD (6× 6× 1) 7.48 7.78 9.78

The computed direct and indirect band gaps at special k points are presented in Table 1.

In this paper, we use the notation “DMFT(iX,bY)” to mean that there are X impurity

orbitals and Y bath orbitals to be treated by the CCSD-GF impurity solver. The DMFT

band gaps are calculated from the valence and conduction peaks of k-resolved density of

states (DOS). We compare our DMFT results to HF, DFT/PBE85 and EOM-CCSD86,87

gaps computed using PySCF, all with 6×6×1 k-point meshes. EOM-CCSD with 3×3×1
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k-point sampling is also included for comparison. As shown in Table 1, 6×6×1 EOM-CCSD

with the GTH-DZVP basis predicts that 2D h-BN is a direct band-gap semiconductor, with

a gap of 7.48 eV at the K point. The indirect band gap from K to Γ has a slightly larger

value of 7.78 eV. These values are taken as the reference values. Compared to 6 × 6 × 1

EOM-CCSD, HF overestimates the K→ K gap by 3.8 eV, while PBE underestimates it by

2.9 eV. EOM-CCSD with a smaller 3×3×1 k mesh also overestimates the band gaps by 1.6-

2.0 eV, suggesting the importance of large k-point meshes to approach the thermodynamic

limit.

Even with a small number (32) of bath orbitals, our DMFT(i26,b32) result shows signifi-

cant improvement over mean-field methods, although the K→ K gap is still underestimated

by 1.8 eV. As we increase the number of bath orbitals Nb to 64, DMFT produces a better

description of all three band gaps and the errors are all within 0.3 eV, indicating the necessity

of using a sufficient number of bath orbitals to reduce the bath discretization error. Even

with a 1×1×1 unit cell as the impurity, the DMFT(i26,b64) result is superior to the EOM-

CCSD (3×3×1) result due to the larger amount of k-point sampling. By further increasing

Nb to 128, we also demonstrate that the DMFT band gaps are converged to around 0.1 eV at

Nb = 96. Thus, we believe our DMFT results for 2D h-BN to be well converged with respect

to the bath size. In addition, to investigate the effect of not coupling bath orbitals to the

PAO space, we further compare the IAO-only hybridization against the full IAO+PAO hy-

bridization near the Fermi surface from the converged DMFT(i26,b96) calculation, as shown

in Fig. S1 (Supporting Information). There we observe that the IAO-only hybridization

captures the low-energy physics very well compared to the IAO+PAO hybridization, indi-

cating that the error introduced by this approximation is very small. The DMFT(i26,b96)

calculation takes 1.5 hours to converge on 2 nodes with 28 CPU cores per node. Further

obtaining the Green’s function and DOS at each frequency point takes about 4.5 minutes.

This should be compared to the computational cost of a full EOM-CCSD calculation with

the 6× 6× 1 k-point mesh, which takes about 40 hours to obtain 4 IP and EA roots at all
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k points.
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EOM-CCSD

Figure 1: Local density of states of 2D h-BN monolayer. DMFT spectral functions are
computed with a broadening factor η = 0.2 eV. EOM-CCSD (6 × 6 × 1) DOS is generated
using a Lorentzian broadening.

We next show the local density of states (DOS) in Fig. 1, where the DOS is computed

from the spectral function: ρ(R = 0, ω) = TrA(R = 0, ω). Here we compare DMFT with

HF and 6 × 6 × 1 EOM-CCSD. Since we employ only a single k-point mesh to minimize

cost, we only obtain a finite set of excitation energies from EOM-CCSD. Consequently, we

have applied a Lorentzian broadening to the IP- and EA-EOM-CCSD roots to generate the

corresponding DOS spectrum, as an approximation to the true CCSD-GF DOS in the TDL.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, DMFT again significantly improves over HF. In addition to the

much better band gaps, the DMFT DOS also has a better structure than the HF DOS.

In particular, the DMFT conduction bands are almost identical to the EOM-CCSD ones,

even for the high-energy bands. This is a result of including the high-energy virtual orbitals

(PAOs) into the impurity problem. Comparing the DMFT(i26,b96) and DMFT(i26,b128)

DOS plots, we find that the DMFT spectral functions are already well converged at Nb = 96.

On the other hand, the agreement between the DMFT DOS of the valence bands and that
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Figure 2: Band structure of 2D h-BN from DMFT(i26,b96) calculation with a broadening
factor η = 0.1 eV (heat map). The blue dashed lines represent the HF band structure and
the black circles are EOM-CCSD (6× 6× 1) charged excitation energies.

of EOM-CCSD is less perfect. Compared to EOM-CCSD, several valence peaks are broader

in DMFT, such as the valence peak near the Fermi surface. To understand this behavior, we

plotted the DMFT band structure of h-BN using the Nb = 96 data, as presented in Fig. 2.

Compared to HF, we find that the point group symmetry at certain k points is broken in

the DMFT band structure plot. For example, at the Γ point, there is a degeneracy in the

highest valence band observed in both HF and EOM-CCSD, but this degeneracy is slightly

broken in DMFT. This explains the broader DMFT valence bands in Fig. 1. We believe such

behavior is due to a mismatch between the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of self-energy in

DMFT: the diagonal part is computed from the impurity CCSD-GF, while the off-diagonal

part is from the lattice k-point HF self-energy. Aside from the slight symmetry breaking,

the DMFT band structure is in good agreement with the EOM-CCSD result.

Overall, however, the data demonstrates that our DMFT scheme works well in 2D h-BN.

The DMFT procedure produces accurate band gaps and is also capable of modeling bands

far away from the Fermi surface, even with a small number of bath orbitals (Nb = 64).
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4.2 Bulk Si

We next apply our DMFT implementation to the silicon crystal (Si). Silicon is a small band-

gap semiconductor with delocalized valence electrons. Such a system presents a challenge

to quantum embedding methods, including DMFT, as these methods all start from a local

correlation approximation. Here, we assess the effect of impurity size on the description

of spectral functions of bulk Si. Two different impurity sizes were considered: a 1 × 1 × 1

unit cell and a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell. The 2 × 2 × 1 cell is the largest impurity size that

can currently be handled using our CCSD-GF solver. In the 1 × 1 × 1 unit cell, there are

26 impurity orbitals, 8 of which are IAOs. Two Gauss-Legendre quadratures of Nω = 4, 20

(Nb = 32, 160) were used to show the effect of bath size on spectral functions. In the 2×2×1

supercell impurity, there are 104 impurity orbitals. There we used a quadrature of Nω = 4

(Nb = 128). A 2× 2× 4 k-mesh was employed for the larger impurity to generate a DMFT

lattice 4 × 4 × 4 k-mesh. We note that DMFT(i104,b128) should be directly compared to

DMFT(i26,b32) to demonstrate the effect of impurity size, as these calculations share the

same bath quadrature (Nω = 4) and similar bath discretization error.

The computed local DOS of bulk Si are presented in Fig. 3. HF and EOM-CCSD results

are included for comparison. A full 4 × 4 × 4 k-point EOM-CCSD calculation for multiple

IP/EA roots is very expensive, so we instead performed a 3× 3× 3 k-mesh calculation. All

k points in the 4 × 4 × 4 k-mesh were sampled by shifting the 3 × 3 × 3 k-mesh center.

The final reference DOS was then generated by applying a Lorentzian broadening. We also

conducted a full 4× 4× 4 k-mesh EOM-CCSD calculation to estimate the reference indirect

Γ→ X band gap value, which we found to be 1.27 eV, as noted in Fig. 3.

DMFT(i26,b32) produces a better Γ→ X gap of 1.90 eV than HF, which overestimates

the gap by 2.8 eV. Using a larger bath size of Nb = 160 further improves the DMFT gap

to be 1.74 eV. However, the error of DMFT(i26,b160) is still around 0.5 eV, which is worse

than the observed error of DMFT in 2D h-BN. In addition, the shape of the spectrum for

DMFT(i26,b160) is not very accurate. These results support the observation that bulk Si is
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Figure 3: Local density of states of bulk Si. DMFT spectral functions are computed with a
broadening factor η = 0.1 eV. The EOM-CCSD DOS is generated using 3 × 3 × 3 k-point
sampling and a Lorentzian broadening. The gap values correspond to the indirect band gap
of Γ→ X, and the EOM-CCSD gap is from a 4× 4× 4 k-mesh calculation.

indeed a more difficult system for DMFT due to the stronger effects of the non-local interac-

tions in such small band-gap systems. After increasing the impurity size, we find that DMFT

gives better agreement with the reference EOM-CCSD spectrum. The DMFT(i104,b128) cal-

culation finds the Γ → X gap to be 1.78 eV, reducing the DMFT(i26,b32) error to 0.5 eV.

This is also better than the 2×2×1 k-point EOM-CCSD result, which estimates the Γ→ X

gap to be 0.59 eV (∼0.7 eV error). DMFT(i104,b128) does not produce a better band gap

compared to DMFT(i26,b160) due to the insufficient bath size, suggesting that minimizing

the bath discretization error is also important. Nevertheless, the DMFT(i104,b128) spec-

trum has an improved shape, especially in the valence region, where the bands have similar

peak positions to the EOM-CCSD ones. Thus, bulk Si provides a good demonstration of the

important role of impurity size in capturing the non-local self-energy in delocalized systems.

However, even with the larger 2× 2× 1 impurity, the DMFT results are still not completely

accurate, indicating the need for both larger impurities and a better treatment of long-range
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interactions than the HF self-energy.

4.3 NiO

We finally turn to discuss the prototypical strongly-correlated system, NiO. NiO has a type-

II AFM phase below the Néel temperature (525 K), with ferromagnetic planes stacked in the

[111] direction. Due to the partially filled d orbitals in Ni, spin-unpolarized DFT methods

predict NiO to be a metal, and spin-polarized DFT (LSDA/GGA) significantly underesti-

mates the band gap and magnetic moment. DFT+DMFT simulations with a single Ni 3d

impurity have been shown to successfully reproduce features of the experimental spectral

functions and band structure of NiO in the paramagnetic (PM) phase.34,88–93
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Figure 4: Representative IAOs and PAOs of NiO used in DMFT calculations within a unit
cell. Ni and O atoms are marked in blue and red.

In this study, we use a unit cell of two Ni and two O atoms as the impurity in DMFT,

corresponding to 78 impurity orbitals. Compared to earlier single site studies, we can thus

examine antiferromagnetic order within the cell, as well as the effect of all the interactions

in the crystal bands. Some representative IAOs and PAOs in the cell are shown in Fig. 4.

The IAOs include the projected 3s3p3d4s orbitals of Ni and 2s2p orbitals of O, and the

PAOs include the remaining 4p4d4f5s orbitals of Ni and 3s3p3d orbitals of O. Since the

3s3p orbitals of Ni form very flat bands far below the Fermi surface, we do not couple

bath orbitals to them, to reduce the computational cost. We also used the bath truncation
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technique described in Sec. 2.2 to remove very weakly coupled bath orbitals, setting the

eigenvalue threshold to λ = 0.005 a.u. and λ = 0.01 a.u. for Gauss-Legendre quadratures of

Nω = 4 and Nω = 8 respectively. This led to a significant reduction in the number of bath

orbitals, e.g., from Nb = 160 to Nb = 86 in the DMFT(i78,b86)@ΦUHF calculation.

To obtain an AFM solution in DMFT, we allowed spin symmetry to break by allow-

ing different self-energies (Σσ
imp(ω)) and hybridizations (∆σ(ω)) in different spin channels

(σ = α, β). The spin-unrestricted CCSD-GF (UCCSD-GF) impurity solver was employed

to compute Σσ
imp(ω). We started from either spin-restricted or spin-unrestricted mean-field

wavefunctions to construct the embedding problem. Spin-unrestricted HF (UHF) gives an

AFM solution with a large band gap for NiO, as shown in Fig. 5. Starting from UHF, spin

symmetry breaking happens already in the initial DMFT impurity Hamiltonian (Himp) and

lattice HF self-energy. On the other hand, spin-restricted HF (RHF) with finite tempera-

ture smearing predicts NiO to be a metal (in PM phase), with no average local magnetic

moment (Fig. 5). In this case, spin symmetry breaking is introduced only during DMFT

self-consistency, which generates symmetry-broken Σσ
imp(ω) and ∆σ(ω).
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Figure 5: Local density of states of NiO from UHF and RHF. A broadening factor η = 0.4
eV is used.

In addition to starting from HF orbitals, we also explored the possibility of using DFT

(LDA and PBE) orbitals to generate the DMFT impurity problem. We again emphasize that
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only the DFT orbitals were used here and no DFT Hamiltonians or self-energies enter into our

DMFT calculations. That is to say, we still use the Fock matrix as the one-particle effective

Hamiltonian, and the only difference is that the elements of the Fock matrix are evaluated

using DFT orbitals. Since the local Fock self-energy can be exactly subtracted, there are no

double counting errors in these DMFT calculations. One advantage of using DFT orbitals

is that fully self-consistent HF calculations can be avoided, which is very expensive in large

systems due to the quadratic scaling with respect to k points.

Table 2: Band gap (Eg), magnetic moment (mNi) and local charge (ρNi) of NiO in the AFM
phase. The first column of band gaps is computed from the half maxima of the first valence
and conduction bands of the local DOS, as done in Ref.94 The second column of band gaps
(in brackets) is computed from the valence and conduction peaks of the k-resolved DOS.
The notation “@ΦHF/PBE/LDA” indicates the underlying orbitals used to construct the Fock
matrix in DMFT.

Method Eg (eV) mNi (µB) ρNi (e)
UHF - (11.6) 1.86 1.42

UPBE - (1.3) 1.42 1.02
ULDA - (0.6) 1.28 0.94

DMFT(i78,b50)@ΦUHF 9.6 (9.4) 1.80 1.35
DMFT(i78,b86)@ΦUHF 9.2 (9.0) 1.80 1.35
DMFT(i78,b52)@ΦUPBE 7.4 (7.1) 1.65 1.12
DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦUPBE 7.1 (6.5) 1.63 1.11
DMFT(i78,b52)@ΦULDA 6.5 (6.0) 1.63 1.10
DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦULDA 6.5 (5.8) 1.60 1.08
DMFT(i78,b56)@ΦRHF 3.5 (3.3) 1.67 1.22
DMFT(i78,b98)@ΦRHF 3.0 (3.1) 1.60 1.17

Exp 4.394 (-) 1.77,951.9080 -

We present DMFT results on the band gap, magnetic moments and local charges of

NiO in Table 2. The band gap is computed from the half maxima of the first valence and

conduction bands of local DOS, as done in the XPS/BIS experiment.94 Meanwhile, we also

report the band gap values calculated from the valence and conduction peaks of the k-

resolved DOS. The magnetic moments and local charges are calculated from the impurity

UCCSD density matrix with atomic decomposition in the IAO+PAO basis. As can be seen,

DMFT(i78,b86)@ΦUHF improves the UHF band gap by 2.6 eV and produces an accurate
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magnetic moment. However, the band gap is still too large when compared to experiment

(4.3 eV). This is likely because the off-diagonal (inter-cell) part of the self-energy from the

inaccurate initial UHF solution has a large residual effect on the lattice Green’s function. In

particular, this inaccurate off-diagonal self-energy leads to too large an amount of symmetry

breaking in the initial impurity Hamiltonian, which cannot be completely corrected by the

DMFT local self-energy. In contrast, when using UPBE orbitals, DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦUPBE

gives a better k-resolved band gap of 6.5 eV, suggesting that employing UPBE orbitals

reduces the error in the off-diagonal HF self-energy. Using ULDA orbitals further improves

the k-resolved band gap to 5.8 eV, although the error is still more than 1 eV. Overall,

these results show that when starting from a spin-symmetry broken solution, our DMFT

scheme is sensitive to the choice of underlying orbitals, which may lead to a variation of

3 eV in the predicted band gap of NiO. This sensitivity may be alleviated if charge self-

consistency is further imposed outside of the DMFT loop,96,97 which is absent in our current

implementation. However, the systematic overestimation of the band gap suggests that

besides charge self-consistency, non-local contributions to the self-energy need to be treated

more accurately.49,50,98,99

When we switch to a spin-restricted HF reference, the DMFT results are more accurate

than the UHF-based DMFT results. DMFT(i78,b98)@ΦRHF predicts a reasonable k-resolved

band gap of 3.1 eV and magnetic moment of 1.60 µB. This superior performance can be at-

tributed to the fact that the initial incorrect symmetry breaking in the lattice HF self-energy

and impurity Hamiltonian is avoided by using a spin-restricted reference. As a result, the spin

symmetry breaking is solely determined by the accurate DMFT self-energy obtained from

the UCCSD-GF impurity solver, leading to improved results, particularly for the spectral

functions.

We present the local DOS of NiO in Fig. 6. The upper panel shows that DMFT(i78,b86)@ΦULDA

gives a similar spectral shape to experiment, although the band gap is larger and the first

valence peak is broader. On the other hand, DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦUHF spectrum has too wide
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Figure 6: Local density of states of NiO in the AFM phase. The XPS/BIS experimental
DOS is from Ref.94 The DMFT DOS is computed with a broadening factor η = 0.4 eV, and
is shifted horizontally for an easier comparison to experiment.

a band gap. In the lower panel, the DMFT(i78,b98)@ΦRHF result agrees well with experi-

ment near the Fermi surface. However, the main valence peak is separated into two peaks,

where the highest peak is around -3.5 eV and a shoulder peak appears around -1 eV. Such

a two-peak structure is not observed in experiment.

To understand the deviations from experiment and to further study the character of

the insulating gap, we plot the components of the NiO DOS in Fig. 7. From Panel 1 of

Fig. 7(a), DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦULDA predicts that the insulating gap is from a complicated

charge transfer transition with mixed Mott character: the valence peak is of O 2sp and Ni

t2g and eg characters, and the conduction peak is mainly of an eg character with a small

O 2sp contribution. On the other hand, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that UHF predicts the

insulating gap of NiO to be from a pure charge transfer transition from O 2p to Ni eg.

This comparison indicates that DMFT significantly corrects the positions of the Ni t2g and

eg bands. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 7(b), DMFT(i78,b98)@ΦRHF also predicts mixed

charge transfer and Mott character for the insulating gap, although the first valence peak
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Figure 7: Components of NiO density of states from (a) DMFT(i78,b90)@ΦULDA and (b)
DMFT(i78,b98)@ΦRHF calculations. Panel 1 shows the local DOS, and Panels 2 and 3 show
k-resolved DOS at Γ and X points.

has almost no Ni t2g contribution. This indicates that the artificial shoulder valence peak

near the Fermi surface arises because of a mismatch in the relative positions of the Ni t2g

and O 2sp/Ni eg bands. Once again, these results lead us to conclude that to obtain both

the band gap and spectral shape accurately, we require either larger impurities or a more

sophisticated treatment of the inter-cluster interactions. We also plot the k-resolved DOS

in Panels 2 and 3 in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the O 2sp main valence peak is shifted by 2

eV at the X point compared to the Γ point. Interestingly, we find that the conduction band

at the Γ point has a significant contribution from the Ni 4s and O 2sp orbitals. This has

not been reported in previous DFT+DMFT studies but has also been found in quasiparticle

self-consistent GW calculations100 and a recent periodic EOM-CCSD calculation.101
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5 Conclusions

In this work, we described a new ab initio DMFT scheme for studying realistic solid-state

materials using both large impurities, spanning multiple unit cells and atoms, and realistic

quantum chemical basis sets. The use of Hartree-Fock as the low-level method allowed us

to avoid empirical parametrizations and double counting errors. By employing the com-

putational infrastructure of the intrinsic atomic orbital/projected atomic orbital basis, fast

integral transformations, and bath truncation, we showed that we could efficiently construct

the DMFT embedding Hamiltonian. Finally, combining this scheme with coupled-cluster

impurity solvers enabled us to solve the impurity problem with several hundred embedding

orbitals. Our numerical results on 2D h-BN, bulk Si and NiO (in the antiferromagnetic

phase) were encouraging and demonstrated the promise of ab initio DMFT in the simulation

of both weakly and strongly correlated materials. Future work will explore the impact of

charge self-consistency and a more accurate treatment of long-range interactions.
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